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Abstract:
To analysis the Stress-magnetization Effect on 18CrNi4A steel sample under the geomagnetic
field, the mode of the sample and the air around it was constructed with the help of ANSYS,
famous software of FEA. The stress and magnetic flux leakage distribution of the mode were
given. The influences of stress concentration under the geomagnetic field on magnetic memory
signal were discussed. Lastly, through the contrast analysis between finite element result and
experimental phenomena, the summing-up was given, providing the gist for the further study of
magnetic memory testing theory and experiment.
Keywords: Finite Element Method; Stress-magnetization Effect; Magnetic memory signal;
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Introduction
Magnetic memory testing technology has been paid highly attention for its advantages. It suit
for on site inspection because it can timely observe stress concentration area of the samples, easy
for use and with no need of special surface cleaning[1,2,3,4]. This method is based on
magnetomechanical effect and magnetoelastic effect. By the action of working load and
geomagnetic field, the magnetic domain structure has tropism and irreversible realignment.
Magnetic flux leakage is formed in the stress concentration region with normal components
appeared to zero, and a maximum tangential component. It could be inspected to confirm the
early destructive region on the surface or near the surface which is characterized by stress
concentration combine with the actual operation status[1]. In the current the researches are focus
on processing defect signals and heoretical analysis based on macroscopic validity and
microcosmic mechanism experimentations rather than numerical simulation. For instance,
P.A.Ivanov in Iowa State University simulated remain stress of the ferromagnetic pipe under
round pressure load and Magnetic flux leakage distribution near the pipe surface after the inner
concave distortion. The simulation results are consistent with the experiment approximately[5].
Based on that, this paper starts from the stress concentration. From the Stress-Magnetization
Effect of the ferromagnetic materials, we assign the preference of the ferromagnetic materials in
the stress concentration region basing on the energy balance within the material, the "Principle of
Minimum Energy" and the stress being caused by the stress concentration which will lead to
material changes in the magnetic properties, simulate the geomagnetic field and stress the role of
loading conditions, and shield the magnetic flux leakage due to the sample itself geometry. The
Stress-Magnetization Effect finite element simulation and mechanism analysis on 18CrNi4A

steel is done, which conclude the magnetic memory signal distribution rule in air layer at the
stress concentration region of the sample surface. It could give a good reference to the further
study and application of the technology.
1. Finite element theory of Three-dimensional Electromagnetic Field
In the special substantial form of electromagnetic field, the Maxwell equations are a group of
equations which describe its macroscopic properties and dominate all macroscopic magnetic
phenomena. The time-harmonic field can be described as :
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∂D
is Displacement Current Density and ρ the
∂t
free charge density. In the three-dimensional electromagnetic field, the J and B usually have
three components respectively. If J and B are used for Solution directly, six unknown variables
will be needed. When using magnetic vector potential, eliminating all the vectors should be taken
into account first. And if potential function and its combination are used as the unknown function
to get a only solution or a mathematical model of certain solution, the potential function need to
be further standardized[6].
Usually, the changes in boundary conditions should be considered in the model. Boundary
conditions of different medium surface are imported in the mathematical model. Therefore, for
the three-dimensional finite element analysis of the electromagnetic field, to carry out numerical
analyze, the solving domain should be divided.
Meanwhile, in order to obtain a set of unknown variables on various nodes (that is, Solutions
of three-dimensional finite element method), variable interpolation of element nodes are used to
approximate the data values to be solved in any location inside the element. In Different
three-dimensional element, if a three-dimensional element shape functions is used, the magnetic
potential interpolation function u will changes along coordinate axis (x, y, z) linearly:

Where J is the Conduction Current Density,

u = a1 + a2 x + a3 y + a4 z

（5）
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Where [N] is defined as shape function-a function about coordinates x、y、z.
2. Simulation of Stress-Magnetization Effect
Taking 18CrNi4A steel plates with small holes as research objects, the sizes and main
technical parameters are as figure 1 and table 1:
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Figure 1 Typical Simulated Sample
Table 1 Parameter of 18CrNi4A Plate with a Hole
Elastic Modulus
Parameter

（GPa）

Value

203.4

Poisson's Ratio

Yield Strength
（MPa）

0.28

1145

Simulation has two steps: Static Analysis and static magnetic analysis. Static Analysis used
nonlinear analysis method to obtain stress distribution results of the loading model. In the Static
magnetic analysis, the ferromagnetic model of same size and grid distribution are analyzed firstly
to compute the magnetic flux leakage distribution under geomagnetic field in the without
mechanical load. Magnetic properties of ferromagnetic materials element are assigned by the
static analysis results. The surface magnetic flux leakage distribution after loaded in the
geomagnetic environment can be obtained by re-analysis of static magnetic analysis. Finally,
background magnetic field is inhibited according to comparison of the magnetic distribution
before and after loading in the geomagnetic environment, then the analysis obtained as a result.
2.1 Establishing Finite Element Model
The Sample is on the hole symmetric. In the analysis, in order to save computing time and to
facilitate observation, the model is simplified, only 1/2 sample is taken to modeling. Magnetic
flux leakage is exited in nearby the air, therefore air model is established around the sample. As
shown in Figure 2, the inner is the plate model with a hole, the outer is air model.

(a) Whole Model

(b) Plate Model

(c) Air Model

Figure 2 Entity Mode

The model is meshed by grids based on the principle of accuracy, and saving computer
resources as far as possible. Because the sample is plate, three-layers in thickness direction can
meet the accuracy, while regions near the hole is different from edge of the plate because of the
Stress concentration. So it needs Subdivision near the hole as Figure 3 shows.
In Outer air model, the region near sample is also subdivided because of the leakage
magnetic inspecting region, while the region faraway from the sample can be divided relatively
larger to save resources and solving computer hardware, as shown in Figure 4. In the static
magnetic calculation, the outermost layer of air should use to infinite element to apply surface
flags, otherwise flux normal or parallel should be applied. Concerning that the model is
consumable enough, flux parallel boundary conditions are applied to guarantee the accuracy
instead of infinite element[6,7,8].

(a) Hole

(b)

Edge of Sample

Figure 3 Finite Element Mode of Sample

Figure 4 Finite Element Mode of Air

2.2 Applying load and Solving
In the static analysis, the model of symmetry side is applied displacement constraints, two
sides are loaded by tensile stress, displacement constraints and tensile stress load position will be
automatically translated to the corresponding nodes. Inputting real stress-strain curve to achieve
nonlinear static analysis, the stress distribution under 40 kN load in Figure 5 shows the results. In
Static magnetic analysis, geomagnetic field and boundary conditions are applied to the model.

APDL parameters program is used to extract magnetic flux leakage distribution of sample under
geomagnetic field in the air above the sample. The relationship between permeability and stress
is shown as formula 7.

Figure 5

Stress Concentration of Sample with Hole

µ = µT (1 + bH / µT )[a0 + a1 σ e n σ ]
m

（7）

While µ is the permeability, µT is the initial permeability, b is a constant related to material itself.
a0 、a1 、m、n are coefficients related with loading direction and stress value. Stress-Magnetization
Effect simulation program flow chart is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Simulation of Stress-magnetization Effect Flow Chart

2.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
Because there are no magnetic lines of force in ANSYS General Postprocessor during

analysis of three-dimensional magnetic field, the distribution of magnetic flux leakage could be
observed by the magnetic flux density vector distribution. According to the simulated stress
results, Stress-Magnetization Effect simulation studies can be realized by calculating the changes
of permeability property caused by stress concentration. The main object in Simulation is the
values of magnetic flux leakage that generated by stress concentration in the geomagnetic
environment. In this case, as background magnetic field, geomagnetic field is the main influence
factor must be restrained. Therefore, by calculating and comparing the results of magnetic flux
leakage values inside the air layer both in stress acts and without stress condition can achieve the
goal.
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(a) Magnetic flux density Caused by Geometry

(b) Magnetic flux density Caused by Geometry and Stress
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(a) Normal Component of Magnetic flux density
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Figure 7 Finite Element Result - Normal Component of Magnetic flux density
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(b) Tangential Component of Magnetic flux density

Figure 8 Finite Element Result - Magnetic flux density Caused by Stress

The magnetic flux leakage value of ferromagnetic sample from 1 mm planar above are
calculated and analyzed. Due to enormous extraction data, APDL parameters program is carried
out to analyze. The results will be imported to Origin software in tabular form and the graph
results can be shown in the in Figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows the result of magnetic flux density
normal component evaluated by material initial permeability without stress in the geomagnetic

environment. The distribution of magnetic flux leakage is depend on shape of defect, as a small
hole defect exist, the magnetic flux leakage has double peak near the hole. Figure 7 (b) shows the
simulation result of magnetic flux density normal component under both stress concentration and
geomagnetic field. The values of magnetic field were different from figure 7(a). That is because
the internal magnetic domain structure of ferromagnetic organizations has tropism and
irreversible realignment due to the stress concentration. Magnetic flux leakage caused by stress
concentration overlap with that caused by holes geometrical location.
In order to highlight the leakage of the magnetic flux changes caused by stress concentration,
it needs to inhibit the background magnetic field--geomagnetic field. Figure 8 which is inhibiting
the background magnetic field results, shows that the magnetic flux density normal component
caused by stress concentration of the model has been changed obviously, however its direction
and bimodal differ from Fig 7. Figure 8 (b) to only focus on the magnetic flux density tangential
component of the calculation results in a maximum caused by stress concentration. Figure 8
shows that fully concentrate on the role of stress in the sample from the permeability changes,
resulting in changes of the magnetic field, with normal components appeared to zero, and a
maximum tangential component of the magnetic flux leakage.
According to the basic principle of Magnetic memory test, ferromagnetic materials under the
effect of stress changes the magnetic properties, the magnetic flux leakage would be formed in
the stress concentration region. Effected by the stress of the role, the free energy of magnetic
crystals in addition to the magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy, magnetostriction energy, elastic
energy, add the part of the stress energy and the original balance state of energy was destroyed,
in order to make the system reach a new steady state, magnetic domain structure must be
changed in the ferromagnetic to reduce energy. By the tensile stress in the sample: if
magnetostriction coefficient is positive, the major change of magnetic domain structure is the
performance of the domain wall displacement and the expansion for volume whose spontaneous
magnetization direction and the stress direction form acute angle. The magnetization vector of
magnetic domain depart from its original direction, tends to stress direction at the same time.
Through the changes of the magnetic domain structure, some parts of the stress energy could be
transformed into magnetostriction energy or demagnetization energy, and other forms of energy.
And the redistribution of system energy tends to be minimal. This kind of new energy state of
ferromagnets enables to achieve stability and shows out the macro performance on the magnetic
changes[9,10]. In the stress concentration region, the magnetic flux leakage normal component
appeared to zero, and a maximum tangential component. In the real test experiment, the normal
or tangential component of the magnetic flux density value is about 0.1 few Gauss, consistent
with the simulation results.
3 Conclusion
Taking 18CrNi4A steel to the study, the simulation of Stress-magnetization Effect has been
done. The 3D mode of the sample and the air around it was constructed with the help of ANSYS.
Through a static analysis and two static magnetic analyses, we can get the distribution of
magnetic flux density. Apply APDL procedures to extract ferromagnetic surface magnetic flux
leakage in the air above to obtain analysis results. The results show that: with the effect of stress,
magnetic flux density of the whole sample changes. In stress concentration region near the hole,

the magnetic flux leakage normal component appeared to zero, and a maximum tangential
component, which is in accordance with metal magnetic memory test theory.
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